MY CLUB
MY JOURNEY
PROGRAMME
Welcome to the My Club My Journey programme, our latest initiative to improve the standards of junior club cricket in Jersey. 2019 was a fantastic year for our Men’s and Women’s sides in ICC competition and no doubt the public interest in cricket has risen.

Over the past few years our Development team have worked tirelessly to improve the standard of cricket on offer for our young players culminating in the Fairway Super League tournament. This has been a great vehicle in boosting interest in junior club cricket but now, given the demand, we need to offer more.

The My Club My Journey programme will allow us to do this alongside the clubs involved and we hope that this will drive long term sustainability for club cricket in Jersey.

Here’s to another great year of cricket!

Craig Meredith - Chief Executive Officer
WHAT IS THE MY CLUB MY JOURNEY PROGRAMME?

• JUNIOR CLUB CRICKET FOR ALL PLAYERS IN SCHOOL YEARS 5-8

• FUN, SAFE AND COMPETITIVE CRICKET

• GIVES PLAYERS CONTROL OF THEIR CLUB CRICKET JOURNEY

• A CENTRALISED REGISTRATION FOR ALL PLAYERS WISHING TO PLAY CLUB CRICKET

• WEEKLY TRAINING AND PLAYING OPPORTUNITIES
BENEFITS OF THE MY CLUB MY JOURNEY PROGRAMME?

• ALLOWS CLUBS TO FOCUS ON DELIVERY OF CRICKET

• LONG TERM GROWTH AND SUSTAINABILITY FOR PREMIER LEAGUE CLUBS

• A ONE-OFF COST FOR THE SEASON

• HIGH QUALITY GOVERNANCE WITHIN JUNIOR CLUB CRICKET

• A TOOL TO RECRUIT CLUB VOLUNTEERS
THE CLUBS INVOLVED

RGA WALKOVERS CRICKET CLUB
A CLUB FOUNDED BY FRIENDS FROM SCHOOL WHO LOVE THE GAME. SESSIONS BASED AT THE EAST OF THE ISLAND WITH 3 TEAMS IN ALL DIVISIONS OF THE WEEKEND LEAGUE AND 2 TEAMS IN THE EVENING LEAGUE.

ST OUEN SPRINGFIELD CRICKET CLUB
FORMED WHEN TWO FORMER PREMIER LEAGUE TEAMS MERGED IN 2014. CURRENT PLAYERS INCLUDE PREVIOUS ISLAND CAPTAIN PETER GOUGH AND DOM BLAMPIED. SESSIONS BASED AT THE WEST OF THE ISLAND.

FARMERS CAESAREANS CRICKET CLUB
IN THE HEART OF THE COUNTRYSIDE LIES THE CLUB WHO HAVE EXPERIENCED A LOT OF SUCCESS IN LOCAL CRICKET IN RECENT YEARS. A FANTASTIC CLUB ATMOSPHERE CAN BE FOUND AT FARMERS FIELD.

OLD VICTORIANS CRICKET CLUB
THE CLUB AFFILIATED TO VICTORIA COLLEGE SCHOOL WHO HAVE PRODUCED A NUMBER OF ISLAND CRICKETERS OVER THE YEARS. THEIR DEVELOPMENT SIDE TOOK HOME THE DIVISION 2 WEEKEND LEAGUE TITLE IN 2019.
TRAINING AND PLAYING OPPORTUNITIES

• ALL 4 PREMIER LEAGUE CLUBS WILL HAVE A SQUAD FOR U11s AND A SQUAD FOR U13s

• WEEKLY TRAINING SESSIONS FOR BOTH AGE GROUPS

• FORTNIGHTLY FIXTURES FOR BOTH AGE GROUPS

• 2 CLUB TOURNAMENTS TO START AND FINISH THE SUMMER

• LED BY QUALIFIED CLUB COACHES WITH SUPPORT FROM JERSEY CRICKET COACHES
FIXTURES AND TOURNAMENTS

U11 CRICKET
• MODIFIED CRICKET TO FOCUS ON DEVELOPMENT
• 2 INNINGS T10 CRICKET
• ALL PLAYERS MUST BE INVOLVED
• ROLLING SUBS

U13 CRICKET
• MODIFIED T20 CRICKET
• COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT
• 5/5 RULE TO ENSURE PARTICIPATION

TOURNAMENTS AT START AND END OF THE SEASON
HOW TO SIGN UP TO THE PROGRAMME

• PLAYER REGISTRATION WILL OPEN ON MONDAY 3RD FEBRUARY

• SIGN UP MUST BE COMPLETED THROUGH THE RACENATION WEBSITE ONLY (LINK TO BE RELEASED ON 3RD FEB)

• REGISTRATION WILL CLOSE ON FRIDAY 27TH MARCH

• NUMBERS WILL BE CAPPED AT 20 PER AGE GROUP SQUAD
COST OF THE PROGRAMME

• A ONE-OFF PAYMENT OF £120 FOR THE SEASON

• PAYMENT CAN BE MADE IN FULL OR BROKEN DOWN INTO 2 PAYMENTS OF £60

• 20% DISCOUNT AVAILABLE FOR PARENTS WITH MORE THAN 1 CHILD SIGNING UP

• NO EXTRA FEES FOR ANY CLUB CRICKET
INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAMME COST

• MY CLUB MY JOURNEY WRISTBAND

• A CLUB SHIRT TO BE USED FOR TRAINING AND PLAYING

• MINIMUM OF 10 TRAINING SESSIONS

• FIXTURES THROUGHOUT THE SUMMER

• 2 CLUB TOURNAMENTS
RECRUITMENT OF CLUB VOLUNTEERS

• VOLUNTEER RECRUITMENT IS KEY TO A SUSTAINABLE CLUB ENVIRONMENT

• CLUBS ARE ALWAYS LOOKING FOR VOLUNTEERS TO ASSIST WITH TRAINING, PLAYING AND ADMIN PURPOSES

• IF YOU’RE INTERESTED IN VOLUNTEERING IN LOCAL CLUB CRICKET THEN PLEASE EMAIL LEE@JERSEYCRICKETBOARD.CO.UK
OTHER USEFUL INFORMATION

• THERE WILL BE NO JERSEY CRICKET HARDBALL COMMUNITY COURSES THROUGHOUT THE SUMMER TERM

• ALL HARDBALL CRICKET WILL BE DELIVERED BY THE CLUBS WITH SUPPORT FROM JERSEY CRICKET COACHES

• ALL PLAYERS MUST BE SIGNED UP TO THE PROGRAMME VIA RACENATION WEBSITE TO ATTEND CLUB TRAINING AND FIXTURES
CONTACTS

LEE MELOY
PERFORMANCE AND DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
T: 01534449759
E: LEE@JERSEYCRICKETBOARD.CO.UK

DOM BLAMPIED
YOUTH PERFORMANCE AND DEVELOPMENT OFFICER
T: 01534449759
E: DOMINIC.BLAMPIED@JERSEYCRICKETBOARD.CO.UK
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